
Receiver-$8 Remote Control-$12 Smoke Detector-$25 Rain&Wind Detector-$200

A. Receiver

1. The window opener can be closed or open by the receiver.

2. It can convert the 24 V DC to the output voltage 110V or 220V, otherwise the window opener will be 

burnt.As usual, one window opener need one receiver.

3. It can receive the signal sent from the remote control. 

B. Remote control

1.The remote control is wireless, one remote control  can control hundreds of windows at the same time 1.The remote control is wireless, one remote control  can control hundreds of windows at the same time 

if you want them open and close at the same time.

2. Just one press, the window will open or close automatically,it make the house samrter.

C. The smoke, wind and rain detecting system.

The window opener can be equipped with the optional accessory smoke, wind and rain detecting system.

When detect the smoke, wind or rain, the window would  closed by itself.

Installation Tips:

1. The products must not be installed outside where would get wet in the rain.

2. There are two versions for choice, 24V DC and 110V/220V AC, But as usual, the 24V DC is

   safer than AC version as the large voltage would harm people.

3. The receiver can convert the 24 V DC convert to the output voltage 110V/220V.

1. Rebuilt overloading protection system,in case the sudden high electric current make he 

   motor burning

2. Max travel distance 800mm(can be customized) is very suitable for all kinds of windows, 

   especially the big skylight and smoke vent.  

3. Stainless steel rod is high anti-corrosion, even in the high temperature and moisture 

   environment, the window opener can last long service life.

4.Travel distance and color can be customized, we can meet different demands from kinds of customers.4.Travel distance and color can be customized, we can meet different demands from kinds of customers.

6. Centralized controller for fire,Vent centralized controller,Central controller for wind&rain.Remote 

centralized controller for window open&close in the whole building can all be customized.Just oen 

press,the whole building windows can be controlled.

Fine and easy installed hareware fitting High anti-acid aluminium alloy housing

Long travel distance Retractable screw window opener

5.More than thousands of pushing and pulling test,HTHP test, salt spray test,etc. ensure 

  the thirty thousand smoothly push and pull to the opener.

One complete set window opener include the accessory:window opener housing, chain, motor,

bracket, screws, the details included in the following picture.

1. Our electric window opening mechanisms is suitable for the below window types.

2. Please refer to the following technical specification to choose the suitable electric

 window opening mechanisms
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